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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017
• 32 year cycle of tax code overhauls: 1986, 1954
• Affected tax calculations for individuals and for profit
and not-for profit entities:
– For profits:
• Corporate and pass through tax rates
• Deductions, inc. interest, compensation, depreciation, net
operating losses, business entertainment, state and local
taxes…
• “Qualified business income”
• AMT

– Non-profits:
•
•
•
•

Increase in standard exemption
UBIT calculations
Executive Compensation excise tax
Ability to refund bonds
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Traditional Analysis
• Choice of Entity: LLC, PLLC, Partnership, S, C …
• Options
– Pros & Cons
– Tax Considerations

• Conversion
– Options
– Pros & Cons
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
[P.L. 115-97, Enacted 12/22/2017]
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
[P.L. 115-97, Enacted 12/22/2017]
In November of 2017, Kevin Brady said:
This is a complete redesign of the code, so we can simplify it so
much that 9 out of 10 Americans can file using a postcard-style
system.
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
[P.L. 115-97, Enacted 12/22/2017]
EFFECTIVE DATES OF LAW
• Unless noted otherwise law effects tax years 2018 through 2025.
• After 2025 many provisions sunset and we are back to prior law
• Generally, however, C Corporations changes are permanent.
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
[P.L. 115-97, Enacted 12/22/2017]
NEW INDIVIDUAL RATES (MARRIED FILING JOINT):
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
[P.L. 115-97, Enacted 12/22/2017]
CAPITAL GAINS AND DIVIDENDS
Rates are generally retained with a maximum rate of 20%
Net Investment income tax remains at 3.8%

So capital gains and dividends have a max 23.8% rate.
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Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
[P.L. 115-97, Enacted 12/22/2017]
BAD NEWS FOR INDIVIDUALS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Property tax limits
Mortgage interest limits
State an Local income tax deductions eliminated
Casualty losses limited
Charitable Contribution limits
Moving expenses generally eliminated
Miscellaneous itemized deductions eliminated
Tax preparation expenses eliminated
Alimony generally no longer allowed after 2018
And many others…
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Corporate Tax Changes
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Corporate Tax Changes
C Corporations – New flat, AND PERMANENT, rate reduction
from 35% to 21%
And

Corporate Alternative Minimum Tax Repealed
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Corporate Tax Changes
Corp Level Example:
Corporate Level:
$1,000,000 taxable income
X 21% =
$210,000 in tax

Shareholder Level Example:
$790,000 dividend ($1mill less
$210k tax) at 23.8% =

$188,020 in tax
Combined Example:
$1,000,000 Gross Income
Double tax of $398,020
Effective tax rate of 39.8%
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Corporate Tax Changes
BENEFITS OF A C-CORPORATION
• Availability of a Fiscal Year – generally
• Section 1202 – Reduced Cap Gain Taxation for qualified small
business stock – 50% gain exclusion
• Section 1244 – Ordinary Loss deduction for failed small
business C Corporation
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Corporate Tax Changes
NEGATIVES OF A C-CORPORATION
• Double taxation
• Higher cumulative effective tax rate
• Accumulated Earnings Tax – basically acts as a penalty if
earnings not distributed.
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Pass-Through Changes
Kevin Brady again:
We want to encourage businesses, pass-through businesses that
do a lot of capital investment for growth – energy, advanced
manufacturing, telecom. They may be making major
investments but without tons of workers that accompany that.
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Pass-Through Changes
GENERAL BENEFIT
Provides a substantial tax benefit to individuals with “qualified
business income” from a partnership, S corporation, LLC, or sole
proprietorship.
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Pass-Through Changes
AMOUNT OF DEDUCTION
The deduction is generally equal to 20% of your “qualified
business income” (QBI) from a partnership, S corporation, or
sole proprietorship, defined as the net amount of items of
income, gain, deduction, and loss with respect to your trade or
business.
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Pass-Through Changes
INCOME MUST BE U.S. BASED AND NOT PASSIVE INCOME
The business must be conducted within the U.S. to qualify, and
specified investment-related items are not included, e.g., capital
gains or losses, dividends, and interest income (unless the
interest is properly allocable to the business).
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Pass-Through Changes
WAGES AND PARTNERSHIP GUARANTEED PAYMENTS DON’T
QUALIFY
The trade or business of being an employee does not qualify.
Also, QBI does not include reasonable compensation received
from an S corporation, or a guaranteed payment received from a
partnership for services provided to a partnership's business.
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Pass-Through Changes
BELOW THE LINE DEDUCTION
The deduction is taken “below the line,” i.e., it reduces your
taxable income but not your adjusted gross income. But it is
available regardless of whether you itemize deductions or take
the standard deduction.
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Pass-Through Changes
THRESHOLDS
General thresholds are taxable income of over $157,500
($315,000 for joint filers).
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Pass-Through Changes
EXCLUSION
If your taxable income until is at least $50,000 above the
threshold, i.e., it is at least $207,500 ($157,500 + $50,000), all of
the net income from a specified service trade or business is
excluded from QBI. (Joint filers would use an amount $100,000
above the $315,000 threshold, viz., $415,000.)
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Pass-Through Changes
PHASE OUT
For taxable incomes that are between the threshold amounts
and the $207,500/$415,000 amounts, the exclusion from QBI of
income from specified service trades or businesses is phased in.
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Pass-Through Changes
SPECIFIED SERVICE BUSINESS
Specified service trades or businesses are trades or businesses
involving the performance of services in the fields of health, law,
consulting, athletics, financial or brokerage services, or where
the principal asset is the reputation or skill of one or more
employees or owners.
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Pass-Through Changes
NON-SPECIFIED SERVICE BUSINESS
Deduction depends on wages and basis in assets
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Pass-Through Changes
OTHER LIMITATIONS
There are many other nuances to this law that are beyond the
scope of this presentation. It is vital to explore each client’s
circumstances individually as the results can vary greatly.
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Is Business a
Specified
Service
Business?
yes
Income over
threshold
(315k MFJ)?
yes
Over Full
Phase In (415k
MFJ)

yes
No
Deduction

Income over
threshold
(315k MFJ)?

no

QBI x 20%
Deduction

no

Deduction
Reduced

yes

no

no

QBI x 20%
Deduction

no

Deduction
Reduced

Over Full
Phase In (415k
MFJ)
yes

Deduction is lesser of:
1) QBI x 20%
2) Greater of:
a) Wages x 50%
b) Wages x 25% & 2.5% of
basis
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Other Topics of Interest to Physicians
1031 EXCHANGES
Now limited to real property. No more income tax-free tradeins of vehicles, airplanes, equipment etc. Watch out for
depreciation recapture.
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Other Topics of Interest to Physicians
529 PLANS
Law now allows distributions of up to $10,000 in tuition
expenses of the designated beneficiary at a public, private or
religious elementary or secondary school.
Not just for college anymore.
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Other Topics of Interest to Physicians
ESTATE AND GIFT TAX PLANNING
• Exemption is nearly doubled to roughly 11 million dollars per
person.
• Sunsets after 2025
• Planning now focused on asset protection and income tax
planning.
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Other Topics of Interest to Physicians
INTEREST EXPENSE LIMITATIONS
New limit on this deduction. Limit is the sum of
• Business interest income;
• 30 percent of the adjusted taxable income; and
• And floor plan financing interest

Note – Guidance on this subject is expected later in 2018.
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Other Topics of Interest to Physicians
ENTERTAINMENT EXPENSE DISALLOWANCE
No deduction is allowed with respect to:
• An activity generally considered to be entertainment,
amusement or recreation,
• Membership dues with respect to any club organized for
business, pleasure, recreation or other social purposes.
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Other Topics of Interest to Physicians
CHANGES TO NET OPERATING LOSSES
• Taxpayers no longer have the ability to carryback NOL after
Dec. 31, 2017.
• Most taxpayers can now carryforward NOL indefinitely.
• NOL deduction to 80 percent of taxable income. NOL arising
in tax years beginning before Jan. 1, 2018 can still fully offset
taxable income.
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Other Topics of Interest to Physicians
CASH METHOD OF ACCOUNTING
Cash method may be used by taxpayers with annual average
gross receipts of not more than $25 million for non-personal
service corporations.
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Other Topics of Interest to Physicians
GOVERNMENT SETTLEMENTS
Restrictions placed on settlement payments to a governmental
entity and new reporting requirements have been put in place.
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Choice of Entity – S Corporation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

ownership must be by a single class of stock - can have voting and non-voting
generally single level of taxation
specified types and numbers of owners
free transferability of ownership interest subject to maintaining status
tax year must generally be 12/31
allocation of income to owners is based on a per share / per day method, but can be
affected via disproportionate wages
availability of cash accounting method is open - accrual required with inventory, or if
business is a tax shelter
special taxes apply - LIFO recapture tax and built-in gains tax if changing from C to S
special rates on capital gains are at shareholder level (not as big of an issue now that
corporate rates are 21%)
historically no issues surrounding reasonableness of compensation unless extremely low
– this could change post 2017 now that §199A exists
deductibility of interest expense used to capitalize the company as business interest
adjustment to tax basis by owner on yearly income/loss of corporation
gain/loss on sale of ownership interest is a capital gain/loss, however section 1244 loss
rules could make some losses as ordinary
generally no double taxation on liquidation
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Choice of Entity – C Corporation
• ownership interests can come in multiple forms - common, preferred, warrant,
option
• double level of taxation
• unlimited number and types of owners
• free transferability of ownership interest
• flexibility in tax year
• accrual method is required if 3yr average receipts exceed $25M
• special taxes apply - personal holding company and accumulated earnings taxes
• historically many issues surrounding reasonableness of compensation - subject
to change post 2017 since corporate rate is now 21%
• deductibility of interest used to capitalize the company as investment interest
• gain/loss on sale of ownership interest is a capital gain/loss, however §1244 loss
rules could make some ordinary losses
• no adjustment to tax basis by owner on yearly income/loss of corporation
• opportunity for gains on sales of ownership interest to not be taxed – e.g. §1202
stock
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Choice of Entity - Partnership
• ownership requires 2 or more owners
• ownership interests can come in multiple forms - common, preferred, warrant,
option
• single level of taxation
• unlimited number and types of owners
• ownership is not freely transferable
• tax year must generally be 12/31
• availability of cash accounting method is open - accrual required with
inventory, C corporation partners, or business is a tax shelter
• flexibility in allocation of income among owners subject to IRS rules
• no entity level taxes
• special rates on capital gains are at owner level
• deductibility of interest used to capitalize the company as business interest
• historically no issues surrounding reasonableness of compensation
(guaranteed payments)
• adjustment to tax basis by owner on yearly income/loss of ppartnership
• gain/loss on sale of ownership interest is a capital gain/loss, however ordinary
gains/losses can happen
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Choice of Entity – Sole Proprietor
(not necessarily a DRE)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ownership mandates only one owner
single level of taxation – taxed at the owner level
ownership is freely transferable by the sole owner
tax year must generally be 12/31, or that of its owner if a SMLLC
availability of cash accounting method is open - accrual required with inventory,
or business is a tax shelter, but again look to owner if a SMLLC
no entity level taxes other than income tax of the owner and self-employment
tax (if an individual owns it)
special rates on capital gains are at owner level (look at the owner)
deductibility of interest used to capitalize the company as business interest
historically no issues surrounding reasonableness of compensation to owner
(unless a SMLLC owned by a C corp)
adjustment to tax basis by owner on yearly income/loss of enterprise
gain/loss on sale of ownership interest is a capital gain/loss, however ordinary
gains/losses can apply
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Is there really much difference in
the form of ownership anymore?
A smart practitioner always answers “It Depends”

Assuming “all” of your business’ income is Qualified Business Income, and
Individually, you are otherwise in the highest marginal tax bracket, and
There are no interest expense limitation issues, and
State Income Tax is not brought into the calculation (this could be a major difference)
The math is simple:
Highest Individual Tax Rate is 37%, Corporate Rate is 21%, and dividends are taxed at 23.8%
Individual’s tax for a §199A business is (1.0 - 0.20) * 0.37, or 29.6%*
Individual’s tax for non-§199A business is 37%
If instead a C corporation is used, the tax is 0.21 + (0.79*0.238), or 39.8%, assuming
earnings are distributed. If not, the rate is 21%. What about businesses that will never
sell? Hard to pass up 21% vs. 29.6%
* A perfect balance of math is required to achieve the maximum QBI deduction
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Why does math all the sudden
become important?
Bonus depreciation under §168(k)
• Extended through 2026
• 100% - Acquired and placed in service after 9/27/17 and
before 1/1/23
• 80% - before 1/1/24
• 60% - before 1/1/25
• 40% - before 1/1/26
• 20% - before 1/1/27

•

Original use provision - Repealed
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More math variables…..
Expensing under §179
• Limitation increased to $1M from
$510,000
• Phase-out increased to $2.5M from
$2,030,000
•

Qualified real property includes
•
•
•
•

Qualified leasehold improvement property
Qualified restaurant property
Qualified retail improvement property
Roofs, HVAC, fire protection and alarms, security systems
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Unknown variable – Defining “QBI”
§199A(c)(1) - The term “qualified business income” (QBI) means, for
any taxable year, the net amount of qualified items of income, gain,
deduction, and loss with respect to any qualified trade or business of
the taxpayer. There are exceptions.
•

Note that Pass-throughs are required to separately state items that could result in
different calculations to owners depending on their facts/circumstances –

•

§199A(c)(3)(A)(i) exception includes “any item of short-term capital gain, short-term
capital loss, long-term capital gain, or long-term capital loss.”

•

§199A(c)(3)(A)(vii) exception includes “any item of deduction or loss properly
allocable to an amount described in any of the preceding clauses.” – very vague
•
•
•
•

What about §1231 gains, §1231 losses, and recaptured §1231 losses?
What about §1244 losses from the sale of S corporation stock?
§751(a) gain on sale of partnership interest - “hot asset” gains (and losses) are implied as
QBI as long as they are not from a PTP
How will retirement plan contributions (SEP, 401(k)/profit sharing, defined benefit) plan
deductions be categorized?
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The Compensation variable in
a service based business
Compensation is an important element in many business decisions other than
determining QBI for purposes of §199A deduction
1) It determines the amount eligible for funding qualified retirement plans
2) Some businesses have deferred compensation plans that are based on prior compensation levels, so
playing with compensation to maximum the §199A deduction is tricky
3) Compensation is not always directly tied to ownership levels, so subsequent distributions of net
profits can distort an individual’s perspective of their worth to an organization – a larger issue for S
corporations since they can only have one class of stock and distributions must be pro rata with
ownership
4) In more closely-owned service based businesses, the owner’s compensation may be a significant
portion of the Company’s compensation, so reducing the owner’s pay to capitalize on the use of the
§199A deduction may actually lessen the §199A deduction because 50% of W-2 wages is the
maximum that is eligible for the §199A deduction (assuming one is over the $157,500
single/$315,000 MFJ threshold for W-2 wages)
For S Corporation shareholders, assuming compensation is “reasonable” at all levels, if all the stars
align and the 50% W-2 wage limit is always otherwise met, reducing one’s W-2 wages (thus
increasing QBI) not only saves 7.4% federal income tax, but also saves 3.8% employment tax
But, where are sole proprietors is all this mess? They don’t get W-2s or guaranteed payments
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Figuring out the math
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
(F)
(G)

Page 1 Taxable Income
Total W-2 wages included in determining taxable income
Owner’s wage
Interest expense (new §163(j) limit to 30% of ATI) *
Depreciation/Amortization of prior year assets *
Current year fixed asset additions (for §168(k) deduction) *
§1231 gains/losses from asset dispositions
*ignored for this example

$8,900,000
$14,700,000
$1,500,000
$1,000,000
$6,200,000
$12,000,000
$(1,100,000)

Under pre-2018 law, taxable income = (A) + (C) – (G) = $9.3M
Under post-2017 law, QBI = 8.9M – 1.1M = $7.8M, so taxable income =
(A) + (C) – (G) – [20% x (50% x 14.7M)] = $7.83M
Increasing owner wage by $1M yields $6.8M of QBI, so taxable income =
$7.9 + 2.5 – 1.1 – [20% x (6.8M)] = $7.94M

Decreasing owner wage by $1M yields $8.8M of QBI, so taxable income =
$9.9 + 0.5 – 1.1 – [20% x (50% x 13.7M)] = $7.93M
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Hypothetical 1 –
Baybaer Primary Care
P. Baer is a primary care physician who worked in Big House
Primary Care. After many years of thought, P. Baer decided he
wants his own practice – Baybaer Primary Care with his wife, M.
Baer running the business side of the practice. In mid 2017, he
visited his healthcare lawyer, Sam Bear (no relation) and after a
discussion Sam forms Baybaer Primary Care, PLLC. In early
December 2017, after waiting a few months to register as a
PLLC, locate and build out a space, and then get through
managed care credentialing, it looked like Baybaer Primary Care,
PLLC was finally going to open its doors in February 2018. The
week between Christmas and New Years, P. Baer urgently called
Sam and asked if he should re-form the PLLC as a corporation.
Sam calls David, Art and Gary….
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Hypothetical 2 –
Epluribus Surgery Center
Libby, Leff, Rita and Connie are all partners in Epluribus Surgery
Center, a leading ambulatory surgery center that they set up
back in 2010. It’s been doing VERY well. In early January, Rita
and Connie spoke with Libby and Leff, insisting that they needed
to reorganize the practice as a C corp to take advantage of the
changes to the tax code. Libby and Leff really liked the informal
partnership structure they had been operating under, and they
don’t really trust Rita and Connie to make big financial decisions
for the practice or to be sticklers to corporate form. They called
Sam Bear who was alerted by Gary years ago to the practical
challenges of forming a medical practice and he is unsure of
what to do, though he wants to help his clients structure as
effectively as they can. He has now called Gary, David and Art.
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Hypothetical 3 –
BnL Axiom MSO, LLC
Wallace, M.D. and Eve, M.D., are co-owners, together with John,
M.P.H. and Mary, M.B.A. in the very profitable local BnL Axiom MSO,
LLC. Mary owns 34% of the MSO, each of the others own 22%. Each of
the co-owners works in the MSO and in 2017 drew salary and other
compensation of $300,000 for each of Eve and John, $375,000 for
Wallace and $450,000 for Mary. In 2017 the MSO distributed $500,000
in profits among the co-owners. The MSO is located in a high tax state
and the owners can no longer deduct from their personal taxes the
bulk of their state and local taxes or their mortgage interest. John is
concerned his tax bill will greatly increase and has approached his coowners about restructuring to take advantage of the corporate tax
changes in the TCJA. His co-owners are concerned, but don’t know
what to do. They call Sam, who yet again calls Gary, David and Art.
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The Impact of Tax Reform:
Guiding Ourselves and Our Clients to
Understanding and Success
•

•
•

Part II: Monday, March 26, 2018, 2:00 pm EST
Tax Reform's Impact on Tax-Exempt Healthcare
Organizations: No Rest for the Weary
Part III: Monday, April 9, 2018, 2:00 pm EST
Private Equity and International Tax Considerations
Part IV: Monday, April 23, 2018, 2:00 pm EST
Practical Aspects of Tax Reform on Healthcare Systems:
What Folks In-House Really Need to Know
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Got Questions? Just ask
•

David Gair, Esq.
dgair@grayreed.com
469.320.6046

• Gary Sastow, Esq.
gsastow@bggplaw.com
914.949.5300

•

Arthur Van Buren, CPA
avanburen@lbmc.com
615.309.2292

• Susan Zinder, Esq.
szinder@zinderlaw.com
646.380.6715
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